
Compton Scattering in Gravitational Field 

Gravity independence on rotations or spin direction is postulated in

general relativity and experimentally constrained for low energy, non-

relativistic matter. An evidence for high energy CP violation in

gravitational field has recently been found in the HERA Compton

polarimeter's 2 spectra measured with electron and positron beams.

Here I report analysis results of 838 thousand spectra, acquired

during the 2004-2007 running period and tagged by laser polarization

state. The tagged spectra allow to separate charge (C) and space (P)

parity contributions. While the C asymmetry is contaminated by

change of the accelerator parameters for the electron and positron

runs, the laser helicity frequent flips eliminate most of the potential

systematic errors. Measured Compton edge energy asymmetry

induced by the laser helicity change is as high as (4.62±0.06)x10-5

which corresponds to helicity dependent gravitational potentials'

difference of (8.1±0.1)x10-15. The measured sign applies a stronger

gravitational coupling to left helicity particles. In case of the observed

coupling universality, i.e. energy independence, the gravity will

induce (3.69±0.05) GHz and (2.01±0.02) MHz spin resonances in

nuclei and atoms respectively.
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Experimental Tool for High Energy  Gravity 

General relativity (GR) is the standard theory of gravitation 

with curved space-time concept.

Particle motion is 

independent on 

mass,

charge, 

spin

The same is true for the Newtonian gravity where only the 

time  is curved

Displacement:        s = (v) t +  (0.5 GM/R2 )  t2

with SR time-distance equivalence: x2 = (ct)2 =>  GR

F=G Mm / R2 e+
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In weak gravitational fields,   U<<1, 

field tensor could be replaced by potential U = -GM/R

Particle momentum-energy (gravitational refraction) 

relation becomes:

Ref: J.C. Evans et al,  Am.J.Phys. 69,  1103 (2001)  

Equiv.

Principle 

Gravitational refraction relation  is sufficient to derive 

gravitational effects  induced by  

U(G,M,R) = -GM/R potential change:
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Highest energy 

Gravitational redshift                                         

is measured for keV

Mossbauer energies. 

Space / Momentum

Light's Gravitational

deflection

= 0.2 pm/km

Null experiments (pendulum, atoms):

For different masses and materials

DUG
M < 10-15

For different spins (Space parity P)

For antiparticles (Charge parity C)

Experimental limits on

DUG = U DG/G 

(General Relativity: DUG = 0)

DUG
P < 10-7

DUG
C < 10-5

HERA experimental hint for gravitational CP violation 

around 13GeV energies at maximal level

DUG
C = UDGC/G = ( 9.0 ± 1.2 ) x 10-12          (if DUG

P = 0 )

DUG
P = UDGP/G = ( 4.8 ± 0.6 ) x 10-12 (if DUG

C = 0 ) 

Ref: V.Gharibyan, DESY 16-014  (2016), in press  

Compton scattering

Kinematic parameter is 

a combination of initial 

conditions

Assume extra coupling to positrons DUG
C = UDGC/G 

and to left helicity particles               DUG
P = UDGP/G 

to write

For unpolarized electron  for left positron  

Energy-momentum conservation

Sensitivity of 532nm green laser head-on 

Compton scattering for different accelerators

DUG
C = 2U

DUG
P = U

U = UEarth
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Conclusion and Outlook Fitting  Examples Measurement Results

From Compton Edge Shift  e+ e- Asymmetry

derive extra gravitational coupling to positrons DUG
C

derive extra gravitational coupling to spin DUG
P

From Compton Edge Shift Helicity Asymmetry

HERA Beam  27.5 GeV e+

Laser      514nm = 2.41eV             

Crossing angle p-3.1mrad

Kinematic parameter  x = 1.02

Kinematic (Compton) edge at

wmax = 13.9 GeV

Compton photons max energy 

Transverse polarimeter Compton spectrum, spin asymmetries angles

Calibrate energy scale by 

Bremsstrahlung edge

Fit: cross-sections 

convoluted by gaussian

to derive  Compton wmax and 

Bremsstrahlung ee- edges

Compton spectra tagged by 

left and right laser helicity:   

measured within 40 sec at 

unixtime 1167518528.

Background Bremsstrahlung 

spectrum: acquired within 

20sec at the end of 1min 

cycle

Setup and Polarimetry
Refs: D.P.Barber et al, NIM A329, 79 (1993)

B.Sobloher et al,  arXiv:1201.2894 (2012)   

Measured 419000 Compton 

edge asymmetry points with 

average (4.62±0.06)x10-5

show Gravitational Potential 

helicity dependence 

DUG
P=(8.1±0.1)x10-15

Directional measurements 

evidence for an isotropic 

distribution so, DUG
P  is a 

scalar

The measured asymmetry systematics largely cancel by frequent

(85Hz) helicity flips and further reduced by narrow energy cuts

around the Compton edge. Sign of the measured Gravitational

potential difference DUG
P = UDGP/G corresponds to stronger

gravitational coupling to left helicity particles. The largest potential at

the Earth, the Local Supercluser’s U = 3x10-5 applies a measurement

of scalar DGP/G = (2.74±0.03)x10-10. This, however, does not rule

out Earth’s potential and spin influence. Since an angle between the

Earth’s spin and the HERA Compton particles helicity is fixed, other

experiments are necessary to investigate possible vector nature of

DGP/G.

More experiments are needed also to find out whether the observed

signal is a Quantum Gravity high energy footprint or has a universal,

energy independent nature. In latter case, the Gravitational potential

helicity difference will introduce extra low energy spin resonances

2mPDUG
P=(3.69±0.05)GHz and 2meDUG

P=(2.01±0.02)MHz in

nuclei and atoms respectively.
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